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AuthorHouse. Paperback. Condition: New. 56 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.1in.IN HIS
HANDS. A Love Story is a portrait of life with all its joys and sorrows, with all its hopes and
discouragements and with the feeling of despair that comes when it seems faith is gone. It is unique
in the unusual way one woman coped with responsibilities by hiding her dreams and heartaches
from everyone while all the time praying that God would let her dearest dream come true. That He
would send her someone to love who would love her completely. It is exciting to watch a true
miracle slowly unfold for two people who had almost given up their dream and were prepared to be
alone for the rest of their lives. It is like seeing a flower grow and bud and then bloom so beautifully
or watching a rainbow glowing brightly through a cloudy sky. IN HIS HANDS A Love Story is about
the difference between thinking we believe that God is always near and believing so deeply that we
can feel His presence, even through the hardest trials of life. It is feeling His love and mercy in the
deepest valleys as well...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional pdf and the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. I
am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Prof. Arlie Bogan-- Prof. Arlie Bogan

It in a single of the best book. This is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.
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